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Stephen Johnson 

My world as a photographer is changing. And it's 
looking much more like the world I see with my 
eyes. 
For more than twenty years I've been making 
photographs, seduced by the beauty of the 
photographic pnnt from an early age. I wanted to 
make such beauty. I worked very hard to translate 
the wonder I saw with my eyes onto paper. It never 
occurred to me that the craft of photography was 
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anything other than 
learning to see 
using a silver· 
based medium. 
As my projects 
became more 
complex, I needed 
to assert ever more 
control over the 
context and 
reproduction of my 
work. It was 
natural to use 
computer 
technology tor the 
publishing and 
design tasks 
related to my 
photography. I 
began to use 
digital photography 
programs to do 
image restoration, 
scan straightening, 
spotting, 



duotone creation 
and fine tuning 

color separations. 
The control I could 

assert on a 
photograph in 

digital form was 
not lost on me. I 

didn't realize how 
quickly the 

technology would 
evolve. By 1994, I 

virtually ceased 
using film to make 

photographs. 
For me, the advent 

of digital 
photography is not 

about 
manipulation. 

Quite the contrary, 
1t is about seeing 
more clearly, with 

less interference 
and delay from the 

inspiration. 

Stephen lohnson 

I'm recording colors in my photographs that 
escape film. Highlight detail is holding and 

shadow detail is opening up like never before. I 
am making the first archival color photographs of 

my career. Grain has vanished. I'm seeing the 
photograph, when I am photographing, on the 
spot, when I should. As 1t always should have 

been . 
The fumes of the darkroom are being displaced 

by the flicker of a screen. Lung disease, 
supplanted perhaps, by CRT radiation. Art has 

always been about risk. 
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Stephen !obn500 

Photography has always seemed magic. The 
shutter clicks, and some unseeable change occurs 
on silver coated plastic. Nothing seems to have 
happened. The weight of the film does not 
increase with the burden of the light 1t carries. It 
is a secret, to be revealed by the spirits in the 
darkroom. Later. 
Now the photograph appears as the image 1s 

being recorded. 
There 1s 
evidence that 
something has 
happened, 
visual evidence 
that a 
photograph has 
been made. 
And it can be 
studied, 
probed, 
rephotographed 
if necessary. 
And worked 
closer to 
perfection and 
beauty. 
The way I think 
about making a 
photograph 1s 
changing. These 
photographs 
are less 
instantaneous 
in their witness, 
but visible on
s1te while the 

camera remains ready. Now they take minutes to 
photograph, and photographic time shifts once 
again-from an unreal slice of a moment, to an 
accumulation of time slices over time. 
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